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Abstract (250 words)

The rates and pathways of material transport from subducting plates to arc volcanoes control the long-term chemical evolution of the atmosphere, continents, and mantle. Arc magma compositions are commonly used as proxies for the state of the slab directly below a volcanic vent, under the assumption of vertical transport from the slab to the surface. Here, we present new boron (B) isotope and trace element data that challenge this assumption. Measurements of olivine-hosted melt inclusions from 900 km along and 200 km across the Southern Andean Volcanic Zone reveal remarkably coherent trends, indicating: (1) That the B isotope composition of the slab component sampled by erupted magma is invariant with slab depth, contrary to the expectation that the slab composition should progressively change with dehydration, and (2) that slab overprinting decreases with the distance from a long-lived arc-front stratovolcano in both along- and across-arc directions. These observations indicate that slab liquids generated across a large depth range are subsequently homogenized and focused both parallel and perpendicular to the trench. Similar geochemical behavior is apparent in other arc segments. We hypothesize that along-arc focusing is the consequence of periodic-in-space, solid-state, abortive upwelling from the slab surface, and that this produces persistent zones of elevated mantle melting consistent with the characteristic narrow geometry and isolated, long-lived stratovolcanoes of volcanic arcs. This framework implies that the structures of volcanic arcs have a deep origin, and can be used to better interpret global variations in subduction fluxes and their relationship with subduction parameters.

Significance Statement (120 words)

When Earth’s tectonic plates sink (subduct) into the mantle, a series of mineral reactions produces liquids that trigger melting and ‘arc’ volcanism. Over time, material transfer between subducting plates and upwelling magma has shaped the Earth’s structure and geochemistry, though many details are poorly understood. We measured volcanic rock samples from a large region spanning Chile and Argentina. We specifically utilized measurements of boron isotopes, which uniquely fingerprint materials impacted by subduction. Our results reveal new and unexpected details about the liquid pathways from the subducting plate and show that large arc volcanoes are fed by intensified magmatism that occurs when fluids from the subducting plate become focused from across a wide region as they ascend through the mantle.

Introduction

The evolution of our planet has been fundamentally shaped by the processes that partition subducting materials between volcanic arcs and the deep mantle. Advances in our understanding of these subduction fluxes have been enabled by a combined approach of geophysical modeling and geochemical measurements (1). For example, numerical models predict variable slab temperatures beneath different arc volcanoes (2) that appear to be related to individual volcano or arc-averaged lava compositions (3, 4). This approach is complicated, however, by the possibility that liquids generated within the slab (aqueous fluids, hydrous melts, or supercritical liquids (5) do not migrate vertically from their point of origin (where the slab dehydrates or melts), which means that the slab materials sampled by an arc volcano could have been extracted from the slab across a large range of pressures and temperatures (6–9). It is also possible that slab liquids are unevenly distributed in the mantle along the length of volcanic arcs. This view is supported by seismic attenuation studies (10, 11) indicating that the abundance of slab liquids can vary significantly along the strike of an arc and may be more abundant in the mantle beneath areas of elevated magmatic flux. The few available studies that have utilized three-dimensional numerical models have arrived at similar conclusions (12, 13).
Slab liquids may therefore migrate both along- and across-strike of an arc front. The liquid migration pathways are not yet well understood, however, and are likely influenced by buoyancy, compaction pressure gradients, reactive infiltration instabilities, and a variety of other factors that can give rise to system self-organization and melt channelization (14–16). A complete understanding of the relationship between the geophysical parameters of subduction and the geochemical fluxes from the slab will therefore require sophisticated three-dimensional models that account for the complexities of two-phase flow. Analogous modeling approaches have greatly improved our understanding of magma generation and migration in mid-ocean ridge systems, but remain in their infancy for the relatively complex dynamics of subduction zones (14–17). Fundamental to testing such models are geochemical studies of volcanic arcs focused on geospatial systematics and chemical proxies that are sensitive to the origin (temperature, pressure, and lithology) of slab-derived materials that are ultimately incorporated into arc magmas. To this end, we have conducted a study of along- and across-arc variability of trace element and boron (B) isotope compositions of volcanic rocks from the Southern Andean Volcanic Zone (SAVZ) of Chile and Argentina.

In this study we show that, despite the particularly large scale of the study region, B isotope ratios and abundances in the SAVZ appear to be controlled by mixing between the background mantle and a compositionally homogeneous component from the subducting slab. Previously published B data from across-arc transects of the Marianas, Central America, Northern Japan, and Kamchatka can also be largely explained by two-component mixing between the slab and ambient mantle. The particularly clean result achieved by this study likely owes to our use of only olivine-hosted melt inclusions in their natural state, which may alleviate complications due to secondary alteration as well as undesirable side effects that can arise from experimental homogenization (18). At face value, the homogenous δ\(^{11}\)B of the slab component appears to contradict the results of numerical slab dehydration models developed by prior workers (19–21) as well as new models developed for this study, which all indicate that the B isotope composition of slab liquids should vary systematically due to isotopic fractionation as the slab sinks and dehydrates. To reconcile these modeling results with both new and previously published arc B measurements, we suggest that liquids generated within the slab across a large depth range are homogenized prior to reaching the mantle sources of the volcanics.

A second unanticipated result is that the extent of slab overprinting in the SAVZ diminishes with distance between a volcanic vent and the sites of long-lived, polygenetic arc-front stratovolcano, even when minor vents occur along the arc front. This result is supported by variations in B isotope compositions in melt inclusions as well as trace element compositions of whole-rock samples from a regional database. Similar whole-rock trends can be observed in a regional database from Eastern Mexico. This spatial variability indicates that slab liquids are preferentially focused into the mantle beneath arc-front stratovolcanoes. It follows that arc-front stratovolcano locations are importantly controlled by liquid-focusing mechanisms that begin at the surface of the subducting slab.

A multi-stage process accounts well for the observed geochemical and geospatial systematics. The homogeneity of the slab component across the arc may arise if early, shallow slab liquids are carried downward toward the arc front in regions of low porosity and late, deep slab liquids are deflected back toward the arc front by compaction pressure gradients that arise due to porosity gradients (6, 7, 9, 22). Along-arc focusing can be understood as a multi-stage process that begins with solid-state upwelling of buoyant material that is periodic with along-arc distance on the slab surface. Liquids emerging from the slab are deflected by the domed permeability barrier associated with the solid upwellings. Melt extraction
from the incipient upwellings leaves behind a dense, garnet-rich residual assemblage, preventing the upwellings from becoming long-lived diapirs. We show that this regional model for B isotope systematics can explain the geochemical variations across different volcanic arcs. This hypothesis and our geochemical constraints provide a direction for the development of fluid-dynamical models of subduction zones.

Figure 1. a) SAVZ regional map and sample sites. Dotted line denotes the location of the trench from (23). b) Sample-averaged $\delta^{11}$B compositions vs. distance from the trench. Rear arc samples have consistently low $\delta^{11}$B, though no correlation is present among arc-front samples. Arc-front minor eruptive centers have consistently lower $\delta^{11}$B than arc-front stratovolcanoes. Note that Hornopirén is adjacent to the much larger Yate volcano, which was not sampled for this study. c) Sample-average $\delta^{11}$B decreases monotonically with distance from the nearest arc-front stratovolcano (red line is a second-order polynomial fit to the data). d-e) Linear geochemical trends (note log-linear scale in panel a, log-log in b) in $\delta^{11}$B and B-normalized trace element abundances of SAVZ data. These trends support a model of two-component mixing between the ambient mantle that ranges from MORB to EM1-like (represented by Gough) and a homogeneous slab component with elevated $\delta^{11}$B.
1. The South Andean Volcanic Zone (SAVZ)

The South Andean Volcanic Zone (SAVZ, Fig. 1) is well-suited for regional studies focused on deep subduction processes. Its continental setting enables access to an array of smaller-volume volcanics both behind and along the arc front. Mafic volcanism that appears to be free of crustal contamination is present throughout the region (24–26). Volcanism has proceeded along the SAVZ in a relatively stable (27), accretionary (28) configuration for millions of years. The geochemistry of recent SAVZ volcanics are not affected by intra-arc rifting, as in the Cascades and Western Mexico (29), and only one volcanic center exhibits clear geochemical influences from subducting fracture zones (30, 31). The geochemistry of SAVZ volcanics should thus be a product of the larger-scale subduction geometry (26, 32–34), and the systematics of this arc should be relevant to other stable, long-lived subduction zones throughout Earth’s history.

The SAVZ samples analyzed for this study can be categorized into three groups (Fig. 1): (1) scoria (and one lava, from Don Casimiro) that erupted from the edifices of major arc-front stratovolcanoes (2) scoria from minor eruptive centers on or near the arc front, and (3) scoria from rear-arc monogenetic cones. One analysis was also conducted on a sample from Gough Island, in the South Atlantic, because the ambient mantle (the mantle composition prior to mixing with slab components) of the SAVZ is heterogenous, with an enriched end member composition that resembles ‘EM-1 type’ Gough OIBs (24–26, 33, 35). All measurements were conducted on melt inclusions within olivine crystals. This approach mitigates the potential effects of crustal contamination and secondary alteration (36, 37).

2. Boron Isotopes

Boron was targeted for study because prior work has demonstrated that arc compositions are particularly sensitive to B contributions from the slab. Alteration of oceanic lithosphere produces hydrous minerals that have elevated B abundances, and subducting sediments also have ~100 times greater B abundances than typical upper mantle (38, 39). Boron is also one of very few elements expected to be mobile in both dehydration fluids and silicate melts under the full range of conditions in a subduction zone (40). Boron thus follows water into, within, and out of subducting slabs, and the large B budget of subducting plates can significantly overprint the composition of the mantle. The volume and source of slab-derived liquids that contribute to mantle melting and arc magma generation can thus be determined by analysis of arc magmas, which have notably higher B abundances than magmas from other tectonic settings (39). By analyzing samples from a large geographic region, it becomes possible to ascertain the large-scale processes that drive mantle melting and give rise to magmatic variability, elucidating the complex mechanisms at play during plate subduction and arc magma generation.

The B isotope system further aids the use of B as a subduction tracer. Boron’s two stable isotopes ($^{10}$B and $^{11}$B), are readily fractionated by lower temperature processes, including metamorphic dehydration reactions in subducting slabs (41). Boron isotope ratios are unlikely to be fractionated during mantle melting or early-stage crystal fractionation, however, so the B isotope ratios of unaltered basalts reflect the composition of their mantle sources. Mid-Ocean Ridge Basalt (MORB) measurements indicate a relatively uniform upper mantle composition with $\delta^{11}$B=$-7.1\pm0.9\%$ (relative to NIST SRM 951a), while Ocean Island Basalt (OIB) values are more variable, ranging from MORB-like values to $\delta^{11}$B=$-12\%$ (38, 42, 43). Alteration of oceanic crust and/or lithospheric mantle shifts $\delta^{11}$B values towards seawater, for which
Altered oceanic crust thus enters the trench with elevated $\delta^{11}$B (45, 46). Isotopic fractionation during slab dehydration further concentrates $^{11}$B into slab fluids (19). As a result, all $\delta^{11}$B measurements of arc-front stratovolcano samples are higher than those of MORB and OIB, ranging up to $\delta^{11}$B=17‰ (39), clearly indicating B transport from the slab to the mantle source of arc magmas.

3. Results

Sample-averaged $\delta^{11}$B values across the SAVZ range from -11‰ to +2‰. Rear-arc samples have significantly lower $\delta^{11}$B than samples from the arc front (Fig. 1b). There is not a strong SAVZ-wide correlation between $\delta^{11}$B and the distance to the trench (Fig. 1b). However, the average $\delta^{11}$B of minor eruptive centers are all lower than values from nearby arc-front stratovolcanoes, and there is an overall trend among both arc-front minor eruptive centers and rear-arc cones of monotonically decreasing $\delta^{11}$B with increasing distance from a long-lived polygenetic arc-front stratovolcano (Fig. 1c).

Boron abundances in arc volcanics can be normalized to elements with similar compatibility during mantle melting such as Sr, Ce, Pr, and Be (24) to assess the relative influence of slab materials on the mantle source. The B isotope and trace element ratios of the SAVZ melt inclusions form linear arrays on plots of $\delta^{11}$B vs Ce/B and Be/B vs Sr/B (Fig. 1d-e, note that the linear trend on Fig. 1d appears curved due to the log-linear axis scales). The rear-arc SAVZ samples have the lowest $\delta^{11}$B and plot between MORB (depleted mantle) and EM-1 type (Gough Island) OIB compositions, as has also been found for other radiogenic isotope and trace element ratios (24–26, 33, 35).

4. Discussion

Studies of arc lavas broadly agree that elevated B abundances and $\delta^{11}$B in arcs reflect recycling of B from the subducting plate, but there is no consensus yet regarding the causes of across-arc variations in $\delta^{11}$B (18, 21, 37, 47–51). Lavas erupted from behind a volcanic arc front tend to have lower $\delta^{11}$B than lavas from the corresponding arc front, as seen in the SAVZ (Fig. 1b). These across-arc variations have been interpreted by some as the result of changing slab fluid compositions from a progressively dehydrating slab (20, 21, 37, 49, 50), while others have argued that across-arc variations reflect mixing between a single slab component and the upper mantle (18, 47, 48, 51). The trends on Figure 1d-e are remarkably well accounted for by mixing between two different chemical components, which always produces linear arrays when both axes are normalized to the same element (see Figs. 1d-e). This data is not consistent with more than two geochemical components unless additional end members are coincidentally co-linear. Below, we demonstrate that geochemical models of slab dehydration do not produce multiple co-linear components, and instead support the two-component mixing hypothesis.

Importantly, the linear across-arc trend in Ce/B vs. $\delta^{11}$B (Fig. 1d) is not unique to the SAVZ, with similar trends present (Fig. 2a) among samples from across-arc transects of El Salvador (52), Northern Japan (53), and Northern Kamchatka (51). For these other arcs, the linear regressions through the arc data intersect the compositional range seen in MORB, which suggests that the low-$\delta^{11}$B end member in these arcs is typical depleted upper mantle. While no rear-arc $\delta^{11}$B data are available for the Marianas, variations in Ce/B vs. $\delta^{11}$B from the Marianas arc-front volcanics (54) also fall along a linear mixing trend.
that intersects the MORB array (the Marianas are included on this plot due to the availability of fore-arc samples, discussed below).

Geochemical variability in $\delta^{11}$B from other arcs can thus be accounted for by two-component mixing between a slab component and depleted mantle, just as in the SAVZ, though the $\delta^{11}$B of the slab component appears to vary among arcs. In Fig. 2b, the y-axis is expanded to compare the data from Fig. 2a and the SAVZ to data from South Sandwich (55) and Nicaragua (18), for which all available samples are from arc-front stratovolcanoes with low Ce/B. The low Ce/B indicates that the B budget for these samples is dominated by the slab. Globally, the new SAVZ data reflect mixing to the lowest global (well-defined) slab $\delta^{11}$B end member, with $\delta^{11}$B=0‰, whereas South Sandwich reflects the highest global end member, with $\delta^{11}$B=15‰. It is not yet known why some arc segments tend to have higher or lower $\delta^{11}$B compositions (39). Below, we show that the regional interpretation of geochemical variability within individual arcs presented here provides a framework in which this global variability can also be better understood.

4.1. Across-Arc Geochemical Trends and Slab Liquid Pathways

The key observations relevant to across-arc transport of slab liquids in the SAVZ are 1) that rear-arc samples have much lower $\delta^{11}$B than arc-front samples and 2) that covariations in $\delta^{11}$B and B-normalized trace element abundances are linear. As highlighted above, this general interpretation of two-component mixing differs from some prior studies, which reasonably favored a systematically varying slab component across the arc. We suggest that the primary reason for these discrepant interpretations is that many older studies

Figure 2. A comparison of B data and slab geometry among arcs. See text for data sources. a) $\delta^{11}$B vs Ce/B in volcanic sample transects from other arcs. These arcs exhibit similar linear trends in $\delta^{11}$B vs Ce/B. b) A comparison between SAVZ and the data from panel a. Also plotted are arc-front data from the South Sandwich Islands and Nicaragua, which have limited variance in Ce/B. Samples from South Sandwich have much higher $\delta^{11}$B than measured in other arcs, while the Nicaraguan samples overlap with the data from panel a. c) A comparison of slab surface profiles. Slab geometry may have an important influence on slab dehydration and B isotope fractionation, though that Nicaragua and South Sandwich have significantly different $\delta^{11}$B compositions despite similar steep slab profiles, while Honshu has a very shallow slab profile, but erupts samples that mix to a slab component with intermediate $\delta^{11}$B.
made use of the ratio Nb/B rather than Ce/B. The differences in the melt partitioning behavior between B and Nb (38) demonstrably produce large variations in Nb/B between enriched vs. depleted mantle sources (for a comparison of Nb/B and Ce/B data from this study, see Fig. S1, see also, (36)). The narrow range of Ce/B in MORB (38), on the other hand, indicates that this ratio provides a more reliable context for the interpretation of arc δ¹¹B data and supports a model in which regional δ¹¹B variability results from mixing between ambient mantle and a mostly homogenous slab component, as discussed above.

These two-component mixing arrays are a counter-intuitive result, because the continuous heating and dehydration of the slab should produce large swings in the δ¹¹B compositions of slab liquids (either fluids or melts) as subduction progresses. This occurs because ¹⁰B is preferentially retained in the tetrahedral sites it occupies in its solid host minerals, as opposed to the trigonal configuration dominant in liquids (41). Liquids extracted from the slab at any depth will thus have higher δ¹¹B than the bulk dehydrating slab material. Progressive fluid loss from the upper layers of the slab will therefore cause the bulk slab composition and subsequent dehydration fluids or melts to continuously decrease in δ¹¹B. Progressively lower δ¹¹B will also occur as increasing slab temperatures lead to less overall isotopic fractionation between solids and liquids (41). Finally, if the slab lithospheric mantle is serpentinized, as is commonly inferred (56, 57), the initial drop in δ¹¹B should be abruptly reversed at some point by the release of high-δ¹¹B liquid from deeper within the slab (21). Together, these processes will produce an initial drop in slab liquid δ¹¹B followed by a large upward spike, rather than a homogenous slab component that could serve as the end member of a linear mixing array.

Combined insights from thermo-mechanical models and experimental petrology can be used to quantitatively assess the progressive compositional evolution of slab liquids during subduction (18, 19, 21). Here, we demonstrate an example of this approach using the framework developed by (18) as applied to (58)’s thermo-mechanical model for the Marianas (selected given the unique constraints on the forearc fluid composition). The procedure involves building a dehydration model (Fig. 3a-b) based on the experimentally determined (or thermodynamically modeled) stability of hydrous minerals in the slab (59). These models show how the budget of structurally bound water in the slab decreases as the pressure and temperature increase. The rate of B loss and isotopic fractionation that occurs can then be calculated based on the slab temperature and the proportion of the mineral phengite (the main solid host of B) present at each interval of dehydration (19). The Ce/B ratio of slab liquids can be calculated from the modeled B and H₂O concentrations of slab liquids and the parameterization of liquid H₂O/Ce with pressure and temperature provided by (2). The model employed here has been improved slightly from that of (18) to account for re-equilibration of fluids as they traverse the slab, as in (21). Additional model details are available in the Materials and Methods Summary.

Figure 3c shows how slab liquid δ¹¹B evolves during progressive dehydration, assuming the liquids are extracted from the slab incrementally during subduction (symbol colors vary with the depth of liquid extraction). The calculated compositions follow the expected path of first decreasing (due to progressive heavy isotope depletion in the slab and higher temperatures), then increasing (due to the release of fluids from deep within the slab) δ¹¹B. The δ¹¹B variations produced by this model agree well with previous modeling of the Kamchatka arc (21), despite differing subduction parameters and substantially different underlying assumptions in both the thermo-mechanical and geochemical models employed, which suggests that this general result is quite robust.
On Figure 3d, the incremental slab liquid δ¹¹B compositions are plotted vs Ce/B, which enables a direct comparison to the arc data. The model confirms that the linear arc data arrays on Figs. 2d and 3a are inconsistent with mixing between the mantle and “incremental” slab liquids, because the model compositions undergo swings of ~20‰ δ¹¹B in the proximity of both the arc front and rear arc, but remain consistently low in Ce/B. These incremental slab liquid compositions do not lie along a co-linear path with the arc data. Instead, the incremental liquids plot as an array that is orthogonal to the arc data. As such, mixing between the ambient mantle and these highly varied incremental slab liquids would produce scattered points on these plots rather than the linear correlations that are observed.

While the arc volcano data conflicts with the model of progressive variations in incremental slab liquid compositions (Fig. 3d), it is notable that the high δ¹¹B found in fore-arc serpentinites are well accounted for by shallow slab fluids. The Marianas serve as a useful example of this because the modern forearc...
mantle is directly sampled as serpentinite clasts from mud volcanoes (61–63). These samples indicate a forearc with $\delta^{11}B+14\%$ and extremely low Ce/B, in agreement with the modeled slab fluids lost at depths <60 km (Fig. 3c-d). Importantly, the Marianas forearc data do not lie along the linear trend produced by the arc front samples, and thus require a slab component that differs in composition from the deeper, homogenized end member delivered to the arc volcanics.

These contrasting forearc and arc-front compositions may indicate limited mass transfer between the forearc and mantle wedge. This would be consistent with across-arc heat flux data, which indicate a rapid shift in the geothermal gradient in between each arc front and trench (64). This rapid shift is best explained if the subducting plate initially slips beneath the overlying fore arc without coupling to it, and later becomes viscously coupled to the overriding mantle, driving wedge corner flow (65). The fore-arc material could thus remain stagnant and isolated from the deeper convecting mantle wedge, continuously receiving a small (66) influx of high-$\delta^{11}B$ dehydration fluids that differ from the slab component delivered to the arc.

The differing forearc composition indicates that slab liquids do change substantially with depth, however, so why is it that the slab components delivered across the volcanic arc are comparatively homogeneous? A definitive answer to this question is not yet available, though this observation is at odds with any model in which slab fluids or melts are transported vertically from the point at which they are generated within the slab.

Slab dehydration models (e.g., (59); Fig. 3a-b) and basic H$_2$O mass balance generally require some mechanism by which water-bearing slab liquids become focused from the broad across-arc region where they are generated into the narrow region of high magmatic flux that defines the arc front. This requirement arises because all available models produce intervals of slab dehydration that do not typically align with the locations of narrow arc-fronts (67), and because the amount of H$_2$O lost from each interval is far smaller than the magmatic H$_2$O flux from the arc. An example of this is illustrated in Fig. 3b, which compares the cumulative H$_2$O flux that is released from the slab as it subducts beneath the mantle wedge (blue line, Fig. 3b) to the minimum actual H$_2$O flux from magmatism along the volcanic arc. An initial interval of rapid slab dehydration occurs just after the slab-mantle coupling depth, where the slab rapidly increases in temperature. This initial interval occurs tens of km closer to the trench than any observed arc volcanism. Thus, if the model is accurate, there must be some mechanism that prevents these early fluids from ascending vertically and fluxing the overlying mantle.

Some of the early-released slab volatile budget can be transported to greater depths in the form of down-dragged chlorite forming in mantle hydration reactions immediately above the slab surface (68). The thermal model shows that chloritization cannot serve as a general mechanism to explain the location of the arc front, however, because the region of chlorite stability reaches its maximum water capacity shortly after the coupling depth, then shrinks gradually over a more prolonged interval as chlorite breaks down (Fig. 3b). Chlorite thus has the potential to smooth out the rate of early fluid loss from the base of the mantle wedge (compare, for example, the blue and green paths in Fig. 3d), but cannot serve as a general mechanism to transport water beneath the arc front, nor account for narrow arc widths.

Recent thermo-mechanical modeling studies have highlighted several mechanisms that may better explain across-arc liquid migration. Across-arc transport of slab materials can involve both down-dragging of early dehydration fluids and up-dip flow of liquids from the deeper slab behind the arc front. Two-dimensional models that track both solid and liquid flow show that the mantle above the subducting plate
may initially have low permeability due to small grain sizes and low fluid fractions, causing early dehydration fluids or slab melts to be dragged downward beneath the arc (6, 7, 22, 69). Deep slab liquids lost well behind the arc front can also be transported up-dip towards the arc via high porosity channels that form within the slab or sub-parallel to the slab in the overlying mantle (7–9, 22).

If slab liquids are instead transported toward the arc front from a large range of depths, then the volcanic H$_2$O flux can be balanced, and the homogenous $\delta^{11}$B of the slab component can be accounted for. Across-arc focusing of slab liquids initially generated over a large range of slab depths would homogenize the composition of the slab component delivered to the arc by aggregating these fluids into a narrow region along the arc front, and would help to explain why arcs have similar structures despite differing predictions for the depths of slab dehydration reactions. To further test this hypothesis, the aggregated $\delta^{11}$B and Ce/B composition of the slab liquids generated by the model in Fig. 3 was calculated by mixing the incremental slab liquids together (accounting for their individual masses). The aggregated slab liquid is equivalent to the composition of the cumulative slab liquid (blue line, Fig 3b) at the maximum distance from the trench, which easily accounts for the full flux of H$_2$O delivered to the arc front (Fig. 2b). Remarkably, the $\delta^{11}$B and Ce/B composition of the aggregated liquid plots directly along the linear trend of the volcanic arc data (Fig. 3d). Mixing between the ambient mantle and the model’s aggregated slab liquid thus accounts well for the arc data.

This model agrees with prior work that shows how the $\delta^{11}$B of liquids generated within subducting slabs should change significantly (here, by >20‰) as subduction progresses. When $\delta^{11}$B and Ce/B compositions of the liquids are considered in tandem, these compositional changes are clearly inconsistent with the geochemical variability exhibited by arc volcanics. The arc volcanics are best explained if liquids from a large range of depths instead become focused toward the arc front and mixed together into an aggregated slab component that then overprints the ambient mantle to varying degrees.

This result also confirms that the budget of B delivered to arc volcanics originates from different layers of the slab than most other elements. Variations in other elemental abundances and isotopic compositions such as Pb, Ba, and Th often cannot be accounted for without multiple slab components (e.g., (70–72)), whereas the linear mixing on B-normalized plots can be explained with a single slab component. The slab-to-arc fluxes of most other elements are substantially controlled by differing proportions or compositions of subducting sediments (73), however, whereas sedimentary B is largely lost during early dehydration to the forearc (18). Where regionally variable slab components are observed among arc lavas, they are generally confined to sediment-dominated elements and can usually be linked to regional variations in the subducting sediment composition or other features on the surface of the subducting plate, such as seamounts (73–75). These features can apparently impact the composition of the slab component even when aggregated across a large area. The dehydration model shows that the B budget of the slab component is instead largely derived from deeper slab layers within the igneous ocean crust (e.g., (76)). As such, the surficial slab features that give rise to sustained changes in the net compositional flux to the arc do not substantially impact the aggregated $\delta^{11}$B composition of slab liquids.

4.2. Along-Arc Geochemical Trends and Slab Liquid Pathways

Across-arc focusing may explain how slab liquids with progressively changing compositions can become homogenized and delivered to arc front volcanoes, but it does not explain the regionally variable along-
arc distribution of the slab component. The minor eruptive centers along the SAVZ arc front have consistently lower $\delta^{11}$B than neighboring arc-front stratovolcanoes (Fig. 1b-c) and plot along a linear trend on Figs. 1d-c. This suggests that the mantle sources of different volcanic centers along the arc front have been overprinted by different amounts of material from the slab. The finding that SAVZ arc-front minor eruptive centers generally sample mantle sources with smaller slab contributions corroborates findings from trace element and radiogenic isotope studies (24, 77–79). The evidence thus supports a heterogeneous distribution of slab liquids along strike of the arc, with ‘wetter’ mantle beneath areas that have more voluminous volcanism. The systematic geochemical and regional variations in lava geochemistry thus require that slab liquids become focused not only across the arc, but also along the strike of the arc front. Large-scale, three-dimensional channelization of slab liquids towards stratovolcanoes has also been proposed beneath Japan based on seismic attenuation data (10). It is thus possible that along-arc focusing of slab liquids is a common feature of subduction zones.

To test this hypothesis, we compiled whole-rock ICP-MS data from arc-front SAVZ stratovolcanoes and monogenetic cones. The ratio Th/Nb is used as an additional proxy for the magnitude of slab liquid overprinting of the mantle sources for each sample locality because Th and Nb have similar solid-melt partition coefficients (80) during mantle melting (unlike Nb and B). As a result, there is a limited range in the Th/Nb compositions of MORBs and OIBs (81). By contrast, nearly all arc-front stratovolcano lavas have high Th/Nb due to the transfer of slab melts to their mantle sources (82–84). This ratio is thus relatively unaffected by ambient mantle variability and peridotite melting processes while being highly sensitive to slab overprinting.

Figures 4a-b show that the whole-rock Th/Nb compositions of SAVZ minor eruptive centers also broadly decrease with distance from the nearest stratovolcano, even along the arc front. There is significant scatter in Th/Nb, which can be partially attributed to intra-lab biases and varying data quality. The Th/Nb dataset benefits from much greater sample density than $\delta^{11}$B data, however, and clearly shows that SAVZ minor erupted centers laying the farthest from major arc-front stratovolcanoes have the lowest average Th/Nb. This supports the hypothesis that the mantle sources of these minor eruptive centers have generally received a smaller influx of slab liquids. It should be noted, however, that both stratovolcanoes and arc-front minor eruptive centers have consistently higher $\delta^{11}$B and Th/Nb than typical MORB and OIB (which generally have Th/Nb<0.14), indicating some degree of slab overprinting along the entire length of the arc front.

To assess the applicability of this finding to other arcs, we have also compiled whole-rock data from the volcanics of Eastern Mexico, where small-volume volcanic centers are abundant and high-quality data are widely available (85). As seen in Figs. 4c-d, the same general trend of decreasing Th/Nb with distance from a stratovolcano is present. An interesting departure from this trend occurs within the Valle de Bravo-Zitacuaro volcanic field, however, where samples maintain high Th/Nb values for up to 50 km West of Xinantecatl (Toluca) Volcano before finally dropping off. Nevertheless, the multi-proxy finding of diminishing slab contributions away from stratovolcanoes seen for the SAVZ appears to also be supported by the Th/Nb systematics in Eastern Mexico.

Why might a compositionally homogeneous slab component be heterogeneously distributed along the arc front? It has been suggested that coalescence of fluid networks across a broad region (10, 11) due to reaction infiltration instability (16, 86–89) might explain the ‘wet fingers’ observed in the mantle wedge beneath Japan. However, while the factors controlling reactive channelization are complex, numerical and
Figure 4. Whole rock Th/Nb data from a) the SAVZ and b) Eastern Mexico. Th/Nb is a proxy for the extent to which volcanic mantle sources have been overprinted by slab melts. Th/Nb values decrease with distance from the closest arc-front stratovolcano, just as seen for δ¹¹B (Fig/ 1). Only data with >3% MgO were included to mitigate the potential effects of crustal contamination. See text for discussion.

analytical treatments currently indicate that such melt networks might be limited to length scales that are far smaller than the typical arc-front stratovolcano spacing (16, 90).

Another family of models invokes periodic upwelling of buoyant, low viscosity materials that subduct along the surface of the slab. These can include sediments, altered oceanic crust, serpentinized peridotite, or peridotite with trapped melt. A low viscosity, buoyant medium in such a layered arrangement has been shown to upwell in periodic, domed protrusions with a wavelength that is a function of the relative viscosities of materials and the underlying layer thickness (91, 92), and has long been proposed as a possible mechanism to account for the spacing of arc volcanoes (93). From the original equations of Selig (1965) (91), it can be shown that a spacing of 40 to 55 km, similar to the volcano spacing in the SAVZ, would require a buoyant layer that is 3-4 km thick (given a relative viscosity contrast of 100, as in (94)). More sophisticated three-dimensional numerical methods and experiments directly relevant to subduction-zone geometries also support this general result, and show how in three dimensions these upwelling protrusions can manifest as long-lived ‘ridge-like structures’ extending upward from the slab, aligned perpendicular to the trench (12, 13, 95).
Instability calculations and tank experiments have been used to show that buoyant upwellings can theoretically develop into diapiric conduits (94, 96, 97), though this suggestion is not fully consistent with models that account for multi-phase flow and arc geochemistry. For example, the 3D models of Zhu et al. (12, 13) only predict full diapir formation when the mantle directly overlying the slab is assumed to fully retain a trapped melt, which conflicts with two-phase flow model implementations (7, 22). These two-phase flow models support an initial stage of melt retention above the slab, but find that the overlying mantle will eventually become permeable to rising liquids as the plate continues to subduct. Furthermore, all arc-front stratovolcano lavas have a sediment signature that is most consistent with a slab-derived sediment melt (98, 99), but the elemental fractionations observed between bulk subducting materials and melts are currently only produced experimentally at temperatures and pressures relevant to water-saturated melting at or near the surface of the slab (84, 100, 101). In addition, there is a growing body of evidence that suggests that melting commonly begins well beneath the slab surface, including melting of mafic ocean crust (84, 101–104). Quantitative modeling of arc compositions based on this assumption accounts well for the trace element and radiogenic isotope compositions of arc magmas (73, 75, 83).

Dehydration models such as Fig. 3b are also most consistent with fluid-saturated melting near the slab surface, because a large flux of water from the deeper slab layers is predicted across the same depth interval in which the slab surface exceeds the fluid-saturated solidus (84). Early slab melting such as this can be expected to arrest the ascent of buoyant diapirs because the melting reaction consumes buoyant phengite and quartz/coesite while producing dense garnet (105, 106). We propose that the most likely scenario, given the currently available models, experimental results, and geochemical observations involves a brief period of solid upwelling from the slab that coincides with an interval of water-saturated slab melting; upwelling then ceases after sufficient melt extraction.

Figure 5 depicts a conceptual model that can account for all the considerations above. This model is described in terms of three stages. In stage one (Fig. 5b), a buoyant layer 3-4 km thick is present that includes altered ocean crust, sediment, and a layer of chloritized peridotite. This buoyant layer begins to upwell periodically (93) with a wavelength that is comparable to arc stratovolcano spacing. In three dimensions, these upwellings manifest as long-lived ridges along the slab surface running perpendicular to the arc front (12, 13). This stage mirrors the initial phase of the diapiric models discussed previously. Shortly after reaching the slab–mantle coupling depth, the slab surface rapidly heats, causing the overlying chlorite to break down and the underlying sediment to begin melting. Upwelling of the thick buoyant layer will continue during the initial stages of slab melting, however, because the melt will be retained by an overlying mantle with low permeability.

In stage two (Fig. 5c), the permeability of the overlying mantle increases due to increasing fluid fractions and grain sizes (22). At this point, melts begin to ascend from the buoyant layer, despite the continued presence of a sharp permeability/porosity gradient. This configuration naturally gives rise to a sloped permeability barrier along the reaction front. Sparks and Parmentier (1991) and Spiegelman (1993) (107, 108) showed that a sloped, sublithospheric decompacting channel beneath a relatively impermeable lid can drive focused flow up the channel. In the context of mid-ocean ridges, two-dimensional numerical models have shown that this process can control melt focusing towards the ridge axis (109–111). In our proposed configuration, lateral focusing would lead to convergence of melt towards the center of the buoyant upwellings, driving along-strike variation in the flux of slab melts into the overlying mantle.
In stage three (Fig. 5d), continued melt extraction and the production of a dense garnet residue eliminates the buoyancy of the upwelling layer, arresting further ascent and preventing full diapir formation. This reconciles the theoretical considerations that support slab diapirs with the geochemical evidence favoring water-saturated melting near the slab surface detailed above.

In this conceptual framework, there is a smaller flux of slab melt to the regions between upwellings, consistent with the data from arc-front minor eruptive centers. Where the slab flux is low along the arc front, melts may remain trapped and transported by solid-state flow toward the rear-arc (6), which could explain why the slab component changes little in composition across the arc. A more rigorous geodynamical treatment of this problem will likely become possible over the next decade, as three-dimensional subduction zone models begin to integrate geochemical data and implement two-phase flow, including the effects of variable grain size, matrix compaction, melting, and melt–rock reaction.

### 4.3. Global Implications for B recycling in arcs

The context of across- and along-arc $\delta^{11}$B systematics considered above motivates a re-evaluation of global $\delta^{11}$B variability among arcs. While there is great diversity in B isotope compositions of samples from different arcs, most subduction zones around the world exhibit broadly similar two-component mixing systematics (Figs. 2d, 3a). When regional variability in the magnitude of slab overprinting is accounted for, it becomes clear that most arcs follow two-component mixing trends towards slab components that are clustered within $\delta^{11}$B of $3\%$ to $7\%$. This may indicate similar overall dehydration systematics and across-arc melt transport mechanisms in these arcs. The SAVZ has a slab component with slightly lower $\delta^{11}$B ($\approx 0\%$). The Cascades also appear to have a low-$\delta^{11}$B slab component (112, 113), but this arc is not included here due to the lack of mafic to intermediate...
samples from long-lived polygenetic arc-front stratovolcanoes with both δ\textsuperscript{11}B and comprehensive trace element data.

An explanation for the lower δ\textsuperscript{11}B of the SAVZ (and Cascades) slab component is that the shallow slab dip angle (red line in Fig 2c) and relatively young slab age cause more extensive dehydration and expulsion of high-δ\textsuperscript{11}B fluids beneath the forearc. The shallow subduction angle may also limit the distance over which deeper dehydration fluids can travel updip toward the arc front. The overall hotter slab thermal structure could also lead to less extensive serpentinization of the slab lithospheric mantle, less total isotopic fractionation between fluids and the residual slab, and an outsized role for slab melting. A quantitative test of these hypothesis requires a more sophisticated treatment of slab melting, which may significantly impact the stability of the B host-mineral phengite (19, 106, 114), but is beyond this paper's scope. Expanded studies of B isotopes in across-arc transects from other subduction zones with ‘hot’ slabs will help to further clarify the role of slab thermal structure in the future.

While the SAVZ provides a low- δ\textsuperscript{11}B global end member, the volcanics of South Sandwich are a notable high-δ\textsuperscript{11}B outlier (Fig. 2c), requiring an average slab component with δ\textsuperscript{11}B≈15‰ (55). An earlier global analysis (39) indicated a possible relationship between δ\textsuperscript{11}B and the slab dip angle, which is especially steep beneath the South Sandwich Islands (Fig. 2d). New data from Nicaragua (18), however, which has similarly steep slab geometry (Fig. 2d), indicates a slab component with δ\textsuperscript{11}B≈4‰, in line with most other arcs (Fig. 2c). The varied compositions of Nicaragua and South Sandwich thus appear to contradict the hypothesis that slab geometry is a dominant factor. A comparison between slab profiles and data from the SAVZ and Honshu are also inconsistent with control by slab geometry, given that Honshu has the shallowest slab profile on Fig. 2c and a dip angle similar to the SAVZ, but overlies the Marianas and Kamchatka in δ\textsuperscript{11}B vs Ce/B (Fig. 2a). It is likely that the compositional difference between Honshu and the SAVZ instead arises due to the fact that the slab beneath Honshu is older by ~100 My (2).

It is possible that the distinct δ\textsuperscript{11}B composition of South Sandwich, on the other hand, is related to the distinct texture of the subducting oceanic crust. The crust subducting beneath South Sandwich was generated in the slow spreading South American-Antarctic ridge and is remarkably fractured, whereas the crust subducting beneath Nicaragua is devoid of fracture zones (Fig. S2). Direct sampling of fractured ocean crust has revealed anomalously high δ\textsuperscript{11}B (76), and links between fracture zones and high-δ\textsuperscript{11}B volcanics have also been proposed for more felsic samples from the Lesser Antilles (115). The composition of the downgoing oceanic crust may have an outsized influence on the composition of the slab components expressed in each arc (18), and may thus account for the anomalous data from South Sandwich.

Finally, we note that if the compositional differences in the mantle beneath small cones vs major stratovolcanoes are confirmed in other subduction zones, this would have important implications for studies of global arc systematics, older volcanic samples, and volatile element data measured in melt inclusions. Many melt-inclusion studies of arc volatile fluxes have focused primarily on monogenetic cones because they are usually more primitive and erupt scoria that is rapidly quenched. The presence of local geochemical differences between minor cones and stratovolcanoes indicates that it may be misleading to compare monogenetic cone data from one arc with stratovolcano data from another – especially if the aim of the comparison is to assess variations in subduction recycling efficiencies among arcs. This same concern applies for studies of older volcanic samples in which the sample locations relative to the paleo arc-front or the nature of their source vents are not well constrained. The regional geochemical context
presented here can be used to provide more robust comparison of regional and global datasets for future studies.

**Materials and Methods Summary**

All measurements were conducted on glassy melt inclusions within olivine crystals. This approach mitigates the potential effects of crustal contamination and secondary alteration (36, 37). Melt-inclusion bearing olivines were picked from the 250-500 μm size fraction. The olivines were mounted in acrylic and their inclusions exposed by grinding. Exposed melt inclusions were then re-mounted in indium and polished for analysis. Melt inclusions and their host olivines were analyzed for major elements via electron microprobe at Washington University in St. Louis using analytical conditions as described in (18). Melt inclusions were analyzed for δ^{11}B via established techniques on the Cameca IMS-1270 at the NERC Edinburgh Ion Microprobe Facility (EIMF), as described in detail by (116). Instrumental fractionation was corrected using a linear standard calibration (R^2=99.5) consisting of StHs6/80-G (δ^{11}B=-4.4‰), B6 (δ^{11}B=-1.8‰), GSD1-G (δ^{11}B=10.2‰), GOR128-G (δ^{11}B=13.6‰), and BCR2-G (δ^{11}B=-5.9‰). Abundances of B, Ce, Sr, H_2O, and CO_2 were measured in the glass inclusions using the EIMF Cameca IMS-4f, again following established techniques as described in (116) or via NanoSIMS and the IMS-6f at the Carnegie institute following the methods of (117). Measured compositions and analytical uncertainties are reported in Supplementary Table 1.

The implementation of the slab dehydration and boron-loss model shown in Figure 3 is as described in Turner et al., (2023), but with three major improvements. First, the H_2O capacity of the mafic ocean crust is based directly on the experimentally determined bounds from Schmidt and Poli (1998) or Forneris and Holloway (2003) rather than a thermodynamic/petrological model. Second, each time a fluid is generated, it now moves vertically up the slab, with the fluid and residual solid composition recalculated at each step assuming 100% re-equilibration. This implementation is carried out as described in Konrad-Schmolke et al. (2014, 2016). And third, phengite in the sediment layer is set to decrease linearly from the sediment solidus at 725 °C until exhaustion at 850 °C, in order to be consistent with the radiolarian clay melting experiments of Skora et al (2010).

For each interval of slab dehydration, the liquid H_2O/Ce is calculated using the parameterization of Cooper et al. (2012) [H_2O/Ce=exp(16.81-0.0109*(T-2.5*(-D-124)))], based on the average temperature (T) of the top 1 km of the slab at a given slab top depth (D, in km). Ce/B is then calculated using the liquid B concentrations output by the dehydration model, assuming liquids have 50% H_2O. The assumed H_2O concentration of the slab liquids have no impact of the model interpretation, though a lower assumed water content would shift the modeled Ce/B to slightly lower values on Figure 3d (and still fail to reproduce the linear mixing trends observed in the data). Because the Cooper et al. (2012) H_2O/Ce parameterization is only applicable when the slab surface exceeds the water saturated sediment solidus, a separate parameterization is used at colder temperatures (prior to the slab surface reaching 725 °C). In this case, the Ce concentration of slab fluids is calculated based on a D_{solid/fluid} value for LREE of 700 (118), and the bulk sediment Ce concentration of 31.5 ppm (119).
Figure S1. Data from MORB, our SAVZ samples, and other arcs (open circles)

The ratio Zr/Nb is also useful for understanding the composition of the ‘ambient’ mantle material feeding the arc mantle wedge because neither Zr nor Nb are transferred significantly from the slab (see Turner and Langmuir 2022a,b,c, and references within). The global correlation between Zr/Nb and B/Nb within the global arc-front data suggests that variations in arc B/Nb are controlled not only by the slab component, but also by the composition of the ambient mantle. Subduction zones near back-arc spreading centers have ambient mantle sources that are even more depleted than MORB (Woodhead et al., 1993). These very high Zr/Nb arcs thus have ambient mantle sources with even higher B/Nb than MORB. Arc ambient mantle B/Nb ratios are thus likely to vary globally by a factor of 15, and as such this ratio is inappropriate for typical interpretations of arc data, especially on a global scale.

Figure S2. A comparison of the bathymetry offshore of a) South Sandwich Islands, and b) Nicaragua. Lines indicate the approximate transects shown on Fig 2c. The incoming seafloor in South Sandwich was generated in an ultra-slow spreading center and is incredibly fractured, which likely contributes to the composition of the related arc volcanics.
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